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I'm a Flower Girl! Activity and Sticker Book - Bloomsbury 2016-05-10
A great gift for any flower girl or young wedding guest, this full-color activity and sticker book is filled with
all of the fun events of a wedding day--and more than 300 reusable stickers! Have fun with this sweet
activity book all about a flower girl's preparations for a special wedding day! Packed with activities such as
designing wedding invitations, coloring in the bride's dress, and using stickers to create a celebratory feast,
I'm a Flower Girl! Activity and Sticker Book is a wonderful celebration of an extraordinary day!
Paint by Sticker Kids: Dinosaurs - Workman Publishing 2020-07-21
Paint by Sticker Kids just gets stronger and stronger, with the last three titles—Unicorns & Magic,
Halloween, and Christmas—on fire. With over 1.7 million copies in print, and with sales increasing every
season, it is the phenomenal activity book series that marries the joy of paint by number and coloring with
every kid’s favorite thing—stickers. And now add dinosaurs—what could be better? Kids will have a blast
“painting” an armored Ankylosaurus, and an agile Velociraptor, now known to have been covered in
feathers. And don’t forget about the king of them all: a ferocious T-Rex, which could eat 500 pounds of meat
in one bite! New to the series, on the back of each image is a paragraph of lively text packed with facts
about the dinosaur pictured, how it lived, and how to pronounce its name. Designed especially for children
and their smaller hands, the Paint by Sticker Kids series offers a quiet, completely absorbing, no-mess
activity that—bonus!—encourages kids to practice number recognition without them even thinking they’re
doing math. The way it works is simple: Find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space.
Add the next, and the next—and see the images come to life in the “low-poly” style that uses geometric
shapes. The card-stock pages are perforated, allowing the artwork to be easily removed so kids can hang
them up as decorations or proudly display them on the fridge. In other words, hours and hours of artistic
fun with none of the hassle or cleanup!
Paint by Sticker Kids - Workman Publishing 2016-04-05
Move over, coloring books! Here’s an entirely new craft that kids will love: Paint by Sticker Kids. Paint by
Sticker Kids is the same compelling craft first introduced in Paint by Sticker, but just for kids! The book
includes everything you need to create 10 bright, playful, full-color illustrations—illustrated templates
printed on perforated card stock, and 10 pages of stickers to fill in and create the artwork. The fun, vibrant
images are rendered in “low-poly,” a computer graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into hundreds of spaces, each with a number that
corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next,
and the next, and the next and voila! It’s a rocket ship blasting through space. A Tyrannosaurus rex
prowling his domain. A pickup truck hauling its load. A friendly toucan hanging on his perch. Kids will love
watching these pictures come to life. Plus, each is suitable for framing or the fridge.
USA Activity Book - Heather Alexander 2018-06
This activity book merges interactivity and nonfiction in a way that makes its enjoyment inextricable from
the learning that will happen along the way.Draw, sticker and play your way across the USA in this brandnew (subversively educational) activity book. With word searches, matching games, letter scrambles and
more, facts, figures and history are brought to life. Activities highlighting everything from state mottoes
and famous monuments to natural wonders and roadside attractions make this a road trip they'll never
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forget.
My United States Memory Book - My Nature Book Adventures 2021-08-31
Map of the United States Sticker Picture - Pat Stewart 1997-06-30
Fun-filled learning aid invites youngsters to apply sticker illustrations of all 50 states and their capitals to a
laminated background. Helpful clues for pre-schoolers and older.
The Kids' Book of Sticker Love - Irene Smit 2021-11-23
The Kids’ Book of Sticker Love is packed with tons of creative ideas and crafty projects for kids to make
with their hands, paper goodies to create and decorate, and stickers of all stripes: vinyl stickers, glow-inthe-dark stickers, glitter and metallic stickers, photo corners, alphabet stickers, and more. Put it all
together and you’ve got hours and hours of screen-free fun. Organized in four sections, there’s stuff to
Craft—like a set of origami finger puppets with animal eyes, ears, whisker and nose stickers, or a geometric
necklace to make out of colorful dot stickers and paper cutouts. There’s a Write section—use colorful
alphabet stickers to compose a note; record your favorite things in seasonal DIY notebooks. Next is a Play
section—have fun with projects like sticker-based tangrams. And a Share section—decorate your bedroom
ceiling with classic glow-in-the-dark star and constellation stickers, or cut and fold tiny patterned paper gift
bags and seal them with a matching sticker. No matter the activity, the emphasis is on the doing—and
finding the pleasure and value that comes with the creative process.
50 Maps of the World - Ben Handicott 2020-09
50 Maps of the World is an essential addition to the bookshelf of any young travel lover, map maestro, or
geography genius. Spanning the world from Spain to Singapore, Colombia to Canada, Turkey to Tanzania,
discover all you need to know about some of the most awesome places on Earth. Geography, history, and
culture spill from the pages in this luxuriously illustrated treasure trove of travel knowledge. Each two-page
spread is dedicated to a different country, providing both quick-fire facts and the chance to delve deeper
into what makes every nation unique. Natural wonders, bustling metropolises, storied pasts, and cultural
icons are all presented in expert detail by a pair of experienced explorers. Meet our earliest ancestors in
Ethiopia, marvel at Machu Picchu in Peru, and visit the floating villages of Cambodia in this colorful guide
to 50 fascinating countries. Each spread includes dozens of spotlighted locations, a timeline of the nation's
history, and introductions to the people who have helped shape it. With the expertise of Ben Handicott
(Hello Atlas, Atlas of Adventures: Wonders of the World) and Kalya Ryan, alongside the stunning
illustrations of Sol Linero (The 50 States, 50 Cities of the U.S.A.), experience the diversity of our world like
never before. 50 Maps of the Worldreimagines what maps can be, providing not just a geographical fact
fest but a vivid insight into the history, culture, and wildlife that shape our living world. It is the perfect gift
for young globetrotters and armchair travelers alike. Also available from the 50 States series: The 50
States, The 50 States: Activity Book, The 50 States: Fun Facts, 50 Cities of the U.S.A., 50 Trailblazers of the
50 States, and I Spy the 50 States.
Fodor's Best Road Trips in the USA - Fodor’s Travel Guides 2021-11-30
Whether you want to drive Route 66, head out on the Pacific Coast Highway, or explore the Blue Ridge
Parkway, the local Fodor’s travel experts across the United States are here to help! Fodor’s Best Road Trips
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in the USA guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you
need to simplify your trip-planning process and make the most of your time. This brand new title has been
designed with an easy-to-read layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. Fodor’s Best Road Trips
in the USA travel guide includes: AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top thing to
see and do in every state 50 ROAD TRIP ITINERARIES to effectively organize your days and maximize your
time MORE THAN 60 DETAILED MAPS to help you navigate confidently COLOR PHOTOS throughout to
spark your wanderlust! HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LOCALS on the best sights, restaurants,
hotels, nightlife, shopping, performing arts, activities, and more TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL
TIPS including when to go, driving there and back, and recommended pit stops along the way HISTORICAL
AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context on the local people, politics, art, architecture, cuisine,
music, geography and more LOCAL WRITERS to help you find the under-the-radar gems UP-TO-DATE
COVERAGE ON: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West
Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming Planning on visiting certain destinations in the United States? Check out
Fodor’s Alaska, Fodor’s Arizona and the Grand Canyon, Fodor’s Black Hills of South Dakota, Fodor’s
California, Fodor’s Carolinas and Georgia, Fodor’s Chicago, Fodor’s Colorado, Fodor’s Florida, Fodor’s
Essential Hawaii, Fodor’s InFocus Santa Fe, Fodor’s Inside Nashville, Fodor’s Las Vegas, Fodor’s Montana
and Wyoming, Fodor’s Complete National Parks, Fodor’s National Parks of the West, Fodor’s New England,
Fodor’s New Orleans, Fodor’s New York City, Fodor’s Pacific Northwest, Fodor’s Philadelphia, Fodor’s
Utah, and Fodor’s Washington DC. *Important note for digital editions: The digital edition of this guide does
not contain all the images or text included in the physical edition. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each
Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for
all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For more travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel
newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter. We invite you to join our friendly community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any
other questions and share your experience with us!
50 Maps of the World Activity Book - Ben Handicott 2021-06-22
50 Maps of the World Activity Book is packed with maps, wildlife, culture, history, and a huge array of
activities from across the globe.
50 States Activity Book - DK 2021-05-04
Tour through America with this fun-filled activity and sticker book! Discover fun facts and the interesting
history of the 50 US States. This educational book for kids allows them to learn through play! Each page is
packed with quizzes, brimming with stickers, and oozing interesting information about each of the United
States - the perfect back-seat activity for a cross-country roadtrip! The 50 States Activity Book will
encourage kids to discover what makes each state special, while they learn key facts about its symbols,
culture, and history. Inside the book you’ll find: • Simple text that provides key information and kid-friendly
facts about each of America’s 50 states • Plenty of activities to keep children busy, encouraging them to
interact with the content • Prompts for activities that can be done outside the book • Activities to practice
math, reading, and comprehension skills • A sticker format that encourages interactivity and learning
through play • Dynamic designs, beautiful photos, and fun illustrations on every page Children between the
ages of 7 and 9 years old are overflowing with curiosity about the world around them. This is why this is the
perfect time to introduce them to their own country - or a country they’re interested in. This reusable
sticker book takes children on a trip through all 50 states, from the rugged shores of Maine to the sundrenched and sandy beaches of Hawaii. On the way, they can take quizzes, stop at famous monuments, see
spectacular national parks, and glimpse unique wildlife. This colorful and exciting book will capture the
imagination of kids for hours and help them appreciate the fascinating features of each state!
Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic - Workman Publishing 2019-04-30
Paint a magical world with stickers (including glitter stickers)! Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic
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includes everything kids need to create ten vibrant images, including unicorns, a dragon, a princess, and
more. Step 1: Find the sticker. Step 2: Peel the sticker. Step 3: Place the sticker. Add the next, and the
next, and watch your enchanting paintings come to life! All the pages are perforated, making it easy to tear
out each finished work to frame and share!
Elementary Geography - Charlotte Mason 2016-06-01
This little book is confined to very simple “reading lessons upon the Form and Motions of the Earth, the
Points of the Compass, the Meaning of a Map: Definitions.” The shape and motions of the earth are
fundamental ideas—however difficult to grasp. Geography should be learned chiefly from maps, and the
child should begin the study by learning “the meaning of map,” and how to use it. These subjects are well
fitted to form an attractive introduction to the study of Geography: some of them should awaken the
delightful interest which attaches in a child’s mind to that which is wonderful—incomprehensible. The Map
lessons should lead to mechanical efforts, equally delightful. It is only when presented to the child for the
first time in the form of stale knowledge and foregone conclusions that the facts taught in these lessons
appear dry and repulsive to him. An effort is made in the following pages to treat the subject with the sort
of sympathetic interest and freshness which attracts children to a new study. A short summary of the chief
points in each reading lesson is given in the form of questions and answers. Easy verses, illustrative of the
various subjects, are introduced, in order that the children may connect pleasant poetic fancies with the
phenomena upon which “Geography” so much depends. It is hoped that these reading lessons may afford
intelligent teaching, even in the hands of a young teacher. The first ideas of Geography—the lessons on
“Place”—which should make the child observant of local geography, of the features of his own
neighbourhood, its heights and hollows and level lands, its streams and ponds—should be conveyed viva
voce. At this stage, a class-book cannot take the place of an intelligent teacher. Children should go through
the book twice, and should, after the second reading, be able to answer any of the questions from memory.
Charlotte M. Mason
Crayola Ultimate Sticker and Activity Book - BuzzPop 2021-04-06
This sticker and activity book is the ultimate in fun! Kids will enjoy over 1,000 stickers to play with 60
pages of puzzles and activities! Perfect for hours of play. Crayola Ultimate Sticker and Activity Book is
packed with over 1,000 stickers! Enjoy simple activities, coloring pages, and puzzles in the jungle, on the
farm, and under the sea. Children will love playing with all the stickers and activities in this fun and
hilarious book! This full-color, 64-page sticker and activity book takes kids through all kinds of adventures
for hours of fun.
Little Passports: 50 States Activity Book - Little Passports 2021-08
Explore the 50 United States of America with this jam-packed activity book from Little Passports, your go-to
destination for award-winning monthly subscription packages and products for curious kids. Decode
astronaut-inspired ciphers in Florida, solve riddles at the Kentucky Derby, hunt for gold in California,
complete word twisters in Tornado Alley, and learn to draw some of your favorite animals step by step. With
more than 100 original activities, the 50 states are yours to explore!
The Travel Activity Book - Lonely Planet 2019-06-18
Packed full of activities and stickers to encourage children to explore and learn about different countries.
Activities include matching the flag to the country, spotting the difference between island scenes, drawing
adorable native animals, filling places with delicious local food and unscrambling anagrams to find world
cities.
RV Hacks - Marc Bennett 2021-07-13
Hit the road and experience the wonders of RVing with these useful tips and tricks to make RV life easier,
more organized, more efficient, and fun! Welcome to RV life! Whether you’re a first-timer or an experienced
RVer, these RV hacks are sure to make life on the road easier so you can worry less and have more fun.
From ingenious organizational hacks (like broom holders to keep flashlights at the ready or suction cup
shower organizers to corral kids’ activity supplies) to ideas for repurposing plastic bottles to make a funnel
or pancake batter mixer, RV Hacks has everything you need to make your next cross-country caravanning
adventure carefree.
Ultimate Sticker Puzzles: License Plates Across the States - Tony Tallarico 2005-04-21
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This fantastic activity book is chock-full of mazes, puzzles, word searches, word scrambles, trivia, and travel
games all about the 50 states! And you can use the cool, full-color license plate stickers to play the "license
plate game" on the fun United States map that spans the center spread.
Fun with 50 States - Nicole Claesen 2021-08-24
The big book of surprising facts and 100+ amazing activities featuring our fascinating, unique, wacky 50
states! Welcome to the wild and wonderful United States of America! With 50 states, a capital in
Washington, DC, and several territories, our country is home to spectacular national parks, exciting cities,
and stunning vistas—as well as the only place in the world where you can dig for diamonds and keep them,
the largest tree in the world, and the only place in the world where alligators and crocodiles live together!
In this book, you’ll discover where to find the only royal palace in the United States, a river that flows
backwards, and the smallest park in the country (and the world!). This awesome travel activity book helps
6–10 year-olds: LEARN fascinating and often weird facts about each state, Washington, DC, and five
territories, including their unique history, landscape, and attractions. Kids will learn valuable geography
skills, too! DIG DEEP INTO 100+ ACTIVITIES—ranging from mazes, dot-to-dots, and word searches to
coloring pages, crack the code, and matching games—that teach even more about the states and territories
and reinforce what kids have already learned. LEAP AHEAD OF CLASSMATES in knowing where the 50
states are located, plus each state’s capital, flower, bird, nickname, and more. Whether you want to learn
more about your amazing country, take a virtual trip that reveals hidden attractions, or have fun with
activities and wacky facts, Fun with 50 States is an educational and exciting guided tour of the USA.
Murder and Madness - Matthew Schoenbachler 2009-11-13
The “Kentucky Tragedy” was early America’s best known true crime story. In 1825, Jereboam O.
Beauchamp assassinated Kentucky attorney general Solomon P. Sharp. The murder, trial, conviction, and
execution of the killer, as well as the suicide of his wife, Anna Cooke Beauchamp—fascinated Americans.
The episode became the basis of dozens of novels and plays composed by some of the country’s most
esteemed literary talents, among them Edgar Allan Poe and William Gilmore Simms. In Murder and
Madness, Matthew G. Schoenbachler peels away two centuries of myth to provide a more accurate account
of the murder. Schoenbachler also reveals how Jereboam and Anna Beauchamp shaped the meaning and
memory of the event by manipulating romantic ideals at the heart of early American society. Concocting a
story in which Solomon Sharp had seduced and abandoned Anna, the couple transformed a sordid
murder—committed because the Beauchamps believed Sharp to be spreading a rumor that Anna had had
an affair with a family slave—into a maudlin tale of feminine virtue assailed, honor asserted, and a young
rebel’s revenge. Murder and Madness reveals the true story behind the murder and demonstrates enduring
influence of Romanticism in early America.
The 50 States: Fun Facts - Gabrielle Balkan 2016-09-01
Pack your bags and take the journey of a lifetime with this fun-filled activity book packed with maps,
wildlife, people and places unique to America’s 50 states. In this summer companion title to the popular
smash-hit The 50 States, you can celebrate the people, places and food of the U.S.A in an activity book like
no other! From Animals and Things that Go to People and Places and Festivals and Cultural events, this is a
fact-filled celebration of the United States of America, which includes a make-your-own puzzle of the 50
states on the final spread. Perfect for any long journeys – whether you're travelling the 50 states or not!
The Ultimate Sticker Book Sharks - DK 2021-05-18
A fun shark-themed book packed with puzzles, quizzes, and—of course—lots and lots of stickers! This
colorful children's activity book contains more than 250 stickers. The stickers are reusable and easy to
peel—perfect for little fingers to add to pages again and again! Kids will love this journey under the sea,
meeting the sharks that live there, finding out what they eat, and learning what makes each species
different. Fascinating facts accompany simple, fun activities such as follow-the-trail, a challenge to make
your own super shark, and a shark-themed quiz. Children are challenged to find the correct stickers to fill
in the blanks in the images, and are encouraged to be creative and create their own scene out of stickers.
Dare to meet spotted leopard sharks, fearsome great whites, and gruesome goblin sharks, and have fun as
you do!
Paint by Sticker Kids: Under the Sea - Workman Publishing 2017-05-16
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Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids. A compelling
activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker Kids book includes
everything you need to create ten vibrant, full-color “paintings.” The original images are rendered in lowpoly, a computer graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paint-bynumber, each template is divided into spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker.
Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the next—it’s an
activity that’s utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing satisfaction of
watching a “painting” come to life, emerging from a flat black-and-white illustration to a dazzling image
with color, body, and spirit. Paint by Sticker Kids: Under the Sea is a journey into the world beneath the
waves. Kids will create a dolphin, a shark, an octopus, and other denizens of the watery world. The card
stock pages are perforated so kids can remove them easily and display, or share, their finished works of art.
Importance of Scenic Byways to Travel and Tourism - United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Subcommittee on Foreign Commerce and Tourism 1989
50 States Souvenir Sticker Bucket List Journal - Flower Petal Press 2019-06-07
This 50 States Bucket List Journal is designed for people who like to collect souvenir stickers along their
road trip and vacation journeys. This book is a fun place to keep all your state souvenir stickers together,
along with notes and remarks about your trip. This book is perfect for kids who love to decorate and make a
game of travel. And also perfect for adults who are serious about collecting state souvenir stickers and
having a keepsake of memories from their travels Road trippers and USA travelers will love this book as a
gift to keep track of the states visited. Anyone who has a goal to visit all 50 states can use the USA map at
the front of the book to color or place a star sticker in each state that's been checked off the list. Use the
individual pages throughout the book to decorate with state souvenir stickers or other embellishments and
corresponding lined pages offer a way to make notes for things like special memories, places to see next
time, favorite locations or what to avoid. ***No stickers are included with this book. It's up to you to collect
them on your journey! Size: 8" x 10". Great travel diary log book for anyone who has 'see all 50 states' on
their bucket list. One USA map with state outlines plus one page per state and a lined notebook page for
making journal entries.
Camping Fun Sticker Activity Book - Cathy Beylon 2003-04-14
Help an active family set up a lakeside camp with reusable sticker illustrations of a canoe, tent, campfire,
and other outdoor gear. 33 reusable, full-color stickers.
Kisses for Kindergarten - Livingstone Crouse 2017-06-01
Join Stella Isabella Harden and her puppy Buster in this lyrical read-aloud and heartwarming story about
the first day of kindergarten. Stella Isabella Harden contemplating kindergarten declared she didn't have to
go... because her puppy told her so. School is about to begin, and Stella Isabella Harden decides that
kindergarten just isn't for her. Instead, she decides to spend the day learning from her puppy named
Buster. Together these two adventurers plan a day full of playtime, teatime, nap time, and story time. After
every "lesson," Stella gets the best reward: a kiss from her best friend and favorite puppy. But will she
change her mind about kindergarten before the first day of school? Join Stella and Buster in this lyrical
read-aloud and heartwarming story about growing up. 2017 Mom's Choice Awards, Gold Award Recipient
2017 NAPPA Winner
Sticker Road Trip: 50 States - Courtney Acampora 2017-06-01
Pack your bags . . . we're going on a road trip across the 50 States! Let's go on a road trip! Sticker Road
Trip: 50 States is an interactive, 96-page sticker book that introduces kids to the 50 states and the
landmarks and history that make each state so special. After reading the fun facts for each state, kids can
find the corresponding sticker for each fact. Be sure to continue the journey by coloring in the double-sided
poster of the 50 states.
Children Just Like Me - Barnabas Kindersley 1998
Share the lives, hopes, and dreams of 20 children from around the globe as they talk about their family and
friends, pets, school, and hobbies in their own words. Published in association with UNICEF. Full color. 16
pp plus 4 pages of stickers.
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Minions: The Road to Villain-Con: Reusable Sticker Book - Trey King 2015-05-19
The story of Universal Pictures and Illumination Entertainment's Minions begins at the dawn of time.
Starting as single-celled yellow organisms, Minions evolve through the ages, perpetually serving the most
despicable of masters. Continuously unsuccessful at keeping these masters-from T. rex to Napoleon-the
Minions find themselves without someone to serve and fall into a deep depression. But one Minion named
Kevin has a plan, and he-alongside teenage rebel Stuart and lovable little Bob-ventures out into the world to
find a new evil boss for his brethren to follow. The trio embarks upon a thrilling journey that ultimately
leads them to their next potential master, Scarlet Overkill (Academy Award® winner Sandra Bullock), the
world's first-ever female super-villain. They travel from frigid Antarctica to 1960s New York City, ending in
mod London, where they must face their biggest challenge to date: saving all of Minionkind...from
annihilation. Featuring a soundtrack of hit music from the '60s that still permeates our culture today,
Minions is produced by Illumination's Chris Meledandri and Janet Healy, and is directed by Pierre Coffin
and Kyle Balda. Brian Lynch has written the screenplay for the 3D-CG comedy adventure, and Chris Renaud
serves as executive producer of the film. A reusable sticker book based on the new feature film!
My Unicorns and Mermaids Sticker Book - Ltd. Make Believe Ideas 2018-09-25
Fun-filled first sticker books with coloring, stickers, and card press-out pages included.
50 Cities of the U.S.A. - Gabrielle Balkan 2017-09-07
From Anchorage to Washington D.C., take a trip through America’s well-loved cities with this unique A-Z
like no other, lavishly illustrated and annotated with key cultural icons, from famous people and inventions
to events, food, and monuments. Explore skyscraper streets, museum miles, local food trucks, and city
parks of the United States of America and discover more than 2,000 facts that celebrate the people, culture,
and diversity that have helped make America what it is today. Cities include Anchorage • Atlanta • Austin •
Baltimore • Birmingham • Boise • Boston • Burlington • Charleston • Charlotte • Cheyenne • Chicago •
Cleveland • Columbus • Denver • Detroit • Hartford • Honolulu • Houston • Indianapolis • Jacksonville •
Kansas City • Las Vegas • Little Rock • Los Angeles • Louisville • Memphis • Miami • Milwaukee •
Minneapolis-St. Paul • Nashville • New Orleans • New York • Newark • Newport • Oklahoma City •
Philadelphia • Phoenix • Pittsburgh • Portland, ME • Portland, OR • Rapid City • Salt Lake City • San
Francisco • Santa Fe • Seattle • St. Louis • Tucson • Virginia Beach • Washington, D.C. The 50 States
series of books for young explorers celebrates the USA and the wider world with key facts and fun activities
about the people, history, and natural environments that make each location within them uniquely
wonderful. Beautiful illustrations, maps, and infographics bring the places to colorful life. Also available
from the series:The 50 States, The 50 States: Activity Book, The 50 States: Fun Facts, 50 Trailblazers of the
50 States, 50 Maps of the World, 50 Adventures in the 50 States, 50 Maps of the World Activity Book, Only
in America!, and We Are the 50 States.
Pete the Cat Giant Sticker Book - James Dean 2016-03-29
From the New York Times bestselling artist James Dean comes an all-new supercool activity book!
Featuring more than 40 activities and thousands of stickers, Pete the Cat's sticker book is sure to entertain
readers of all ages. Full of a variety of fun pages, Pete fans can decorate groovy scenes with their favorite
picture book characters! This interactive workbook is the first Pete the Cat sticker-activity book. It's the
perfect entertainment for any family on the go. Bring it along on vacations, road trips, and to restaurants!
Nature Anatomy Sticker Book - Julia Rothman 2022-08-02
The irresistibly charming illustrations of Julia Rothman featured in her best-selling Nature Anatomy just got
even more irresistible--as stickers! From wildflowers to butterflies, tree leaves to spider webs, more than
750 stickers featuring the colorful parts and pieces of the natural world are ready to peel and apply, and
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are sure to excite Rothman's fans of all ages.
National Geographic Kids Amazing Animals Super Sticker Activity Book - National Geographic Kids
2015-08-04
Get two amazing sticker books in one! Dinosaurs, tigers, lizards, lions, sharks, polar bears, and many more!
Kids will love these fun-packed pages loaded with colorful scenes and 2,000 amazing animal stickers of all
shapes, sizes, and colors in a unique blend of photographs and artowork. Interactive games, mazes,
drawing prompts, spelling and pattern activities, and more will keep kids entertained, engaged, and
learning.
Passport to America - Craig Froman 2020-07-15
Pack a bag and prepare to go to some of the most interesting places in the 50 states. Learn about each
state’s flag, motto, fun fast facts, and more as you fill up your passport crisscrossing the country! From
Native American history to how immigration impacted the nation, you will explore some of the sites and
stories that make this vast land remarkable. Did You Know: Montgomery, Alabama, was the site of the first
citywide electric trolley system in 1886. Tennessee is home to the largest underground lake in the United
States, the Lost Sea, discovered by a 13-year-old boy in 1905. Ohio was home to the first professional
baseball team, the Cincinnati Red Stockings in 1869. Benny Benson, an orphan, designed Alaska’s
distinctive state flag in 1927. Montana’s Triple Divide Peak in Glacier National Park is the only place in
North America that allows water to flow in three directions — the Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, and
Hudson Bay. Texas is the only state to have flags of six different countries fly over it, and it was an
independent nation from 1836 to 1846.
National Geographic Kids Ultimate U. S. Road Trip Atlas - Crispin Boyer 2012-03
Presents fun and interesting facts about different areas of the fifty states, and includes smartphone and
GPS activities for road trips, tourist-related picture puzzles, and places to visit in each state.
50 States, 5,000 Ideas - National Geographic 2019-09-04
This richly illustrated book from the travel experts at National Geographic showcases the best travel
experiences in every state, from the obvious to the unexpected. Sites include national parks, beaches,
hotels, Civil War battlefields, dude ranches, out-of-the-way museums, and more. You'll discover the world's
longest yard sale in Tennessee, swamp tours in Louisiana, dinosaur trails in Colorado, America's oldest
street in NYC, and the best spot to watch for sea otters on the central California coast. Each entry provides
detailed travel information as well as fascinating facts about each state that will help fuel your wanderlust
and ensure the best vacation possible. In addition to 50 states in the U.S., the book includes a section on
the Canadian provinces and territories.
U.S.A Travel Information - United States Travel Service
Ultimate Sticker Book Bugs - 2021-01-07
A fun, bug-themed book packed with puzzles, quizzes, and, of course, lots and lots of stickers! This colourful
children's activity book contains more than 250 stickers. The stickers are reusable and easy-to-peel perfect for little fingers to add to pages again and again! Kids will love this journey into the world of insects
and other creepy crawlies, learning about the different shapes and sizes of bugs, discovering how they
camouflage themselves, and learning about specific insects such as grasshoppers and beetles. Fascinating
facts accompany simple, fun activities such as follow-the-trail, matching the butterflies to their wings, and a
bugs quiz. Children are challenged to find the correct stickers to fill in the blanks in the images, and are
encouraged to be creative and create their own scene out of stickers. Meet beautiful butterflies, buzzing
bees, colourful caterpillars and more!
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